Letter to the Italian Minister of Health
English translation by Michele De Luca.

Sir!
Scientists and physicians struggling to develop safe and effective treatments of common and
rare human diseases by means of scientific research and technical innovations are very
perplexed about your decision to allow the clinical administration of the so called mesenchymal
cells, even those produced in specialized laboratories under safe conditions. The decision
seems to be dictated by emotions raised by public opinion rather than by scientifically based
reasons. No scientific evidence whatsoever has been produced suggesting that mesenchymal
cells may have any effect on those diseases for which it is claimed they could be employed.
Moreover, no scientific description has been given of the method by which it is claimed these
cells may be obtained. This seems a real subversion of the scientific and moral foundations of
medicine, denying both the dignity and the traumatic experiences of patients and their relatives.
We are aware of these issues and they profoundly motivate the scientific community to generate
and guarantee accepted, visible and public data that will change any potential scientific
hypothesis into an accepted curative procedure.
The freedom of any citizen to adopt any personal health decision, including the wish to refuse
any cure, does not imply that the Government is obliged to authorize all medical procedures that
anyone may suggest as appropriate. In fact, although the individual choice to use an imaginary
or inappropriate therapy complies with the rights of individual citizens, such therapies should not
necessarily be approved by the Government and provided by public or private health structures.
It is not the Government’s role to respond to pressure from patients to translate an individual
choice into a therapeutic option for ready use in any health structure. Media campaigns should
not become instrumental in adopting decisions on medical or health procedures. The right of
single individuals to adopt snake oil as a freely chosen drug does not mean that snake oil has to
be prepared in hospital pharmacies as a result of Government-authorized procedures.
If Government supports even one single event of an uncertified therapy proposed by an
uncertified entity in an official health structure this may be considered by people as an official
recognition of the therapy, i.e. a strong support for its potential uncontrolled use even if cell
suspensions are not produced in adequately controlled laboratories, and are made without
appropriate guidelines and with the parallel involvement of lucrative commercial activities. It is
not enough to limit the adoption of an uncertified and inappropriate therapy to compassionate
use. In any case the Ministry of Health should not authorize any cure that is neither certified as
innocuous nor endowed with proved efficacy. This is rightly certified by Italian law.
The moral and intellectual choice by the Minister of Health to adopt a neutral position regarding
the real scientific problem effectively encourages and supports commercial activities that favour
fake therapies and opens up a dangerous short circuit between patients’ hopes and such
lucrative commercial practices. Such a short circuit tends to exclude not only the technical role,
but also the social, educational and moral function of medical and scientific knowledge. This
results in the horrible scenario in which the patients’ free choice is confused with a choice
influenced by misinformation and subtly driven in favour of improper external interests; hospitals
will become simply places in which anybody may administer unproven therapies. Certain
commercial interests will choose “compassionate therapies” as a useful route by which to
release themselves from the vigilance of rules and to extend the use of unproven therapies as a
profit-making mechanism, setting a dangerous precedent.
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The spread, in Italy and in Europe, of practices once confined to world regions where
democracy is weak and where oversight of medical practice and the drugs trade is feeble, is a
very disgraceful event. It is compulsory to note that transferring presumed or imaginary
“therapeutic practices” to recognized health structures violates the interests of any civil society
and offends, in Italy and abroad, the image of our national health service and the credibility of a
Government incapable of mounting strong opposition to inappropriate media campaigns linked
to economic interests, instead of defending reason, humanity and medicine.
Signed,
Paolo Bianco, Ordinario di Anatomia Patologica, Direttore Laboratorio Cellule Staminali Dip.
Medicina Molecolare, Sapienza Universita' di Roma
Andrea Biondi, Ordinario di Pediatria Generale e Specialistica, Università degli Studi di Milano
Bicocca
Giovanni Boniolo, Ordinario di Filosofia della Scienza, Università degli Studi di Milano e Istituto
Europeo di Oncologia, Milano
Gilberto Corbellini, Ordinario di Storia della Medicina, Università La Sapienza Roma
Giulio Cossu, Ordinario di Istologia e Embriologia, Università degli Studi di Milano
Elena Cattaneo, Ordinario di Farmacologia, Direttore Centro di Ricerca UniStem, Università
degli Studi di Milano
Michele De Luca, Direttore Centro di Medicina Rigenerativa "Stefano Ferrari", Università degli
Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia
Silvio Garattini, Direttore Istituto di Ricerche Farmacologiche Mario Negri IRCCS, Milano
Alberto Mantovani, Ordinario di Patologia Generale, Università degli Studi di Milano e Direttore
Scientifico Istituto Clinico Humanitas, Rozzano, Milano
Graziella Pellegrini, Direttore Unità di Terapia Cellulare Centro di Medicina Rigenerativa
"Stefano Ferrari", Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia
Giuseppe Remuzzi, Direttore Dipartimento di Medicina, Ospedali Riuniti di Bergamo
Amedeo Santosuosso, Ordinario Università degli Studi di Pavia e giudice Corte d?Appello di
Milano
Gianluca Vago, Ordinario di Anatomia Patologica e Rettore dell'Università degli Studi di Milano
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